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P Cygni Profile
• The P Cygni profile is characterized by strong (redshifted) emission lines with corresponding 

blueshifted absorption line.
L126 X-RAY P CYGNI LINES FROM CIRCINUS X-1 Vol. 544

Fig. 3.—Velocity spectra showing the details of a few of the strongest
X-ray P Cygni profiles seen from Cir X-1. We show the independent mea-
surements of the Si xiv line from both the HEG positive first-order spectra
and the MEG negative third-order spectra. Typical bins in this figure have
200–1200 counts, and these spectra have not been smoothed. We list the
relevant velocity resolution in each panel. The lines are clearly broader than
the instrumental resolution with velocities of !2000 km s , although the!1

Fe xxv line is broadened by the instrument. We have taken zero velocity to
correspond to the laboratory rest wavelength since the radial velocity of
Cir X-1 is not well established (Johnston et al. 1999; H. M. Johnston 2000,
private communication).

moderate-temperature (∼ K) region where atomic heat-65# 10
ing and cooling processes dominate over Compton processes.
Significant line emission is expected from this region, and in
fact most of the lines we list in Table 1 are those predicted to
be strong by Raymond (1993). Thus, our favored interpretation
for the observed X-ray P Cygni profiles is that they arise in the
intermediate-temperature region of the wind from an accretion
disk viewed in a relatively edge-on manner. Cir X-1 then be-
comes an X-ray binary analog of a broad absorption line quasar.
At smaller radii, the wind and the coronal material are likely to
be heated to the Compton temperature and thus completely ion-
ized. An appealing physical possibility is that the electron scat-
terer discussed in § 4.1 of Brandt et al. (1996) is just thismaterial.
Similar highly ionized gas has been invoked in some models for
broad absorption line quasars (e.g., the “hitchhiking gas” ofMur-
ray et al. 1995).

Despite the general attractiveness of the above picture,
we must note a potential difficulty: for a launching radius
with , the quantity #"v ≈ v N p n dr p n∫H, launch r launcht esc launch

cm is so large that the implied column density25 !2r ! 10launch
through the wind is optically thick to electron scattering [here
we assume that the wind has a radial extent much greater than

and that ]. Most line photons at-2r n p n (r /r)launch launch launch
tempting to traverse the wind would then be Compton-scattered
out of the line. Shielding of the wind from the full X-ray con-
tinuum may alleviate this problem by allowing a significant re-
duction in (see Begelman & McKee 1983). Alternatively,n launch
increasing helps because whenwe require!1r N ∝ rlaunch H, launch launch
that ergs cm s and thus that #!1 2y " 1000 n ! L/(rlaunch launch
1000 ergs cm s!1). In this case, significant radiation pressure
driving may be needed since ; cannot be muchv 1 v rlauncht esc
greater than 106 km since the disk probably has an outer radius
" km (see Fig. 3 of Tauris et al. 1999). Finally, clumping63# 10
of the wind might also help because when clumping is present,

, where f is the volume filling factor. We note that2y p Lf/nr
Iaria et al. (2000) have recently found evidence for a large ionized
column density (∼1024 cm ) along the line of sight, even when!2

Cir X-1 is radiating at high luminosity; this material may be the
same that makes the P Cygni lines. We are presently examining
these issues in further detail.
While we cannot rigorously rule out the possibility that the

X-ray P Cygni lines arise in a wind from the companion star,
we consider this unlikely. First of all, the large wind velocity
(!2000 km s ) implied by the profiles would require a high-!1

mass secondary for the system (for an overview, see § 2.7 of
Lamers & Cassinelli 1999), provided the presence of the ra-
diating compact object does not lead to a substantially faster
wind from the companion than would otherwise be expected.
However, as mentioned in § 1, the bulk of the evidence suggests
a low-mass X-ray binary nature. Furthermore, the large X-ray
luminosity of Cir X-1 should completely ionize an O star wind
out to! km (compare with Boroson et al. 1999), while65# 10
the observed P Cygni profiles suggest that we are seeing the
acceleration region of the outflow.
To our knowledge, these are the first reported X-ray P Cygni

profiles from an X-ray binary. Hopefully X-ray P Cygni profiles
will be identified and studied in other systems to provide geo-
metrical and physical insight into the flows of material near
Galactic compact objects.

We thank all the members of the Chandra team for their
enormous efforts, and we thank J. Chiang, A. C. Fabian, S. C.
Gallagher, S. Kaspi, R. A. Wade, and an anonymous referee for
helpful discussions. We gratefully acknowledge the financial
support of CXC grant GO0-1041X (W. N. B. and N. S. S.),
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation (W. N. B.), and Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory contract SV1-61010 for the CXC
(N. S. S.).
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P Cygni profile formation
• The blueshifted absorption line is produced by material moving away from the star and toward 

us, whereas the emission come from other parts of the expanding shell.

credit: Joachim Puls
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Lyα Resonance Scattering
4

3.2. The Hubble-like Flow

To test the code for the dynamic case, we examine the
Hubble-like flow model. In the model, we consider an
isothermal, homogeneous sphere, which is isotropically
expanding or contracting. The bulk velocity of a fluid element
at a distance r from the center is assumed to be

⎜ ⎟⎛
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R

, 33bulk
max

where R is the radius of the medium and vmax is the maximum
velocity at the edge of the sphere (r= R). There is no analytical
solution of the emergent spectrum for a moving medium with
nonzero temperature.9 We thus use the same parameters as the
models of Laursen et al. (2009), Yajima et al. (2012), and
Smith et al. (2017) and compare our simulation results with
theirs. In the models, the gas medium is assumed to have a
temperature of TK=104 K and a column density of
NH I=2×1020 cm−2 (corresponding to τ0; 1.2×107). The
sphere of gas expands isotropically with vmax=20, 200, or
2000 km s−1. Figure 3 shows the excellent agreement of our
results with those of Laursen et al. (2009), Yajima et al. (2012),
and Smith et al. (2017). We note that, as vmax increases, the
blue peak is suppressed and disappears entirely at vmax∼
200 km s−1. The peak location is also pushed farther from the
line center. These trends are because photons are Doppler-
shifted out of the line center due to the velocity gradient.
However, at the extreme velocity of vmax= 2000 km s−1, the

Figure 1. Emergent Lyα spectra from a static, homogeneous slab at (a)
=T 10K K and (b) 104 K, with different optical thicknesses ( –t = 10 100

5 8).
The black curves are line profiles calculated with LaRT. The red curves denote
the approximate, analytic solution given by Neufeld (1990). The upper
abscissas show the wavelength shift in angstrom from the Lyα line center.

Figure 2. Emergent Lyα spectra from a static, homogeneous sphere at (a)
TK=10 K and (b) 104 K, with different optical depths (τ0=105–108). The
black curves are line profiles calculated with LaRT. The red curves denote the
new analytic solution given in Appendix C, which was derived from the series
solution of Dijkstra et al. (2006).

Figure 3. Emergent Lyα for the dynamic motion test cases, in which the gas
expands isotropically and has a temperature of =T 10K

4 K and a column
density of NH I=2×1020 cm−2. The maximum velocity vmax of the Hubble-
like outflow is denoted in units of km s−1. The ordinate is the mean intensity
integrated over the solid angle outgoing from the spherical surface.

9 The analytic solution presented in Loeb & Rybicki (1999) is for the zero
temperature. In other words, no thermal broadening was taken into account.
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Fig. 7. Example spectral fits of the “shell” and “Gaussian-minus-Gaussian” models with all combinations of fitting failures/successes. The blue
lines show the data, the red solid line the shell model fit (with the intrinsic spectrum as dotted red line), and the green dashed line shows the
“Gaussian-minus-Gaussian” best fit. The numbers in the panel show the p(�2) values of the best fits in the corresponding colors.

the same spectrum as in Fig. 2, i.e., a case where the shell-
model cannot reproduce the observed spectrum well. However,
fitting two Gaussian curves yields a similar fit and, thus, also
p(�2) < 0.01. As mentioned in Sect. 3.1 the reason for these
low p(�2) values in this case are the small error bars on the data
combined with the slight negative flux bluewards of the line. It is
noteworthy that such wide, relatively symmetric spectra can nat-
urally be well reproduced using a simple Gaussian curve. This
means per construction the “Gaussian-minus-Gaussian” model
suits this spectral type well. However, also the shell-model can
feature such a spectrum – given a low optical depth of the shell
(through low column density and high outflow velocity) and a
wide intrinsic spectrum. This will lead to hardly any radiative
transfer e↵ects, and thus, to a Gaussian emergent spectrum.

The third panel (from the left) in Fig. 7 displays an single-
peaked, asymmetric spectrum. This is an example where both
models yield good fits to the data. This is also the case in the
right panel of Fig. 7 (which we chose because it is the spec-
trum where the p(�2) di↵erence is greatest in favour for the
“Gaussian-minus-Gaussian” model). Interestingly, here the two
normal distributions can also reproduce the two peaks of the
data. This is due to the lower blue peak (compared to the first
panel) and the larger error within it.

A potential physical interpretation of the “Gaussian-minus-
Gaussian” model is some intrinsic spectrum (e.g., shaped
by within the interstellar medium) which is then pro-
cessed by the circum- and/or intergalactic medium (see, e.g.,
Gronke & Dijkstra 2016; and Dijkstra et al. 2007, respectively).
The latter step would lead to a “Ly↵ halo” surrounding the
galaxy and – as (with increasing distance from the galaxy) most
scatterings are out of the line-of-sight – can be modeled as an
e↵ective absorption. This would mean that an increased level
of absorption should correlated positively with the halo size.
However, we do not find any correlation of the “absorbed flux”6

(rS ⇡ �0.07) with RKron. Neither we find any correlation with any
other halo property discussed in Sect. 3.3. As both the intrinsic
spectrum as well as the absorption feature may di↵er from a nor-
mal distribution – which makes the “Gaussian-minus-Gaussian”
model a simplification – this result is maybe not too surprising.

6 We calculate the absorbed flux ratio as Fabs = A1 �
R

fGMG(�)d�
where A1 is the amplitude of the positive Gaussian, and fGMG(�) is the
best fit (normalized to unity).

One can surely extend the “Gaussian-minus-Gaussian”
model with additional free parameters (by, e.g., allowing for neg-
ative amplitudes and non-zero skewness) in order to provide bet-
ter fits to the observed Ly↵ spectra. However, one should keep
in mind that the advantage of a radiative-transfer based model
(such as the shell-model) is that its spectral shapes are at least a
subset of all the possible Ly↵ spectra. This is not necessarily so
for “more artificial” models. Also, these models to not directly
alter the spectral shape by changing the frequency di↵usion pro-
cess, and, thus it physical content of the fitting parameters is even
more questionable than in the shell-model.

4. Conclusions

We fitted the publicly available Ly↵ spectra of the “MUSE-Wide
survey” published in Herenz et al. (2017) using the shell-model.
This data-set contains 237 spectra around redshift z ⇠ 3.8. We
carried out the fitting procedure using the pipeline described in
(Gronke et al. 2015) which yields robustly the best-fit parame-
ters as well as the respective confidence intervals. Our main find-
ings can be described as follows:

– Overall, the shell-model provides excellent fits to a major-
ity of the spectra (with >90% possessing a p(�2) > 0.1;
see Sect. 3.1) with a better fits than the ‘Gaussian-minus-
Gaussian’ model (Sect. 3.4). Even the worst shell-model fits
can reproduce the spectral shape reasonably well (cf. Fig. 2).
This implies that this simple model can practically fit all
237 spectra.

– We identified common parameter ranges which are typical
for observed spectra. This allows future studies to gener-
ate more realistic Ly↵ spectra, and to compare newly ob-
tained shell-model parameters to this distribution. For this
purpose, we make all the fits publicly available7. With the
exception of the shell’s dust optical depth we find none of
the parameters completely unphysical (see Sect. 3.2), i.e.,
within the range what has been derived by other means. For
instance, we recovered from only the spectral shape outflows
in the range of ⇠200 km s�1 (in particular, the higher quality
spectra) which has been found using metal-absorption lines
(e.g., Steidel et al. 2010).

7 The individual parameters are shown in Table A.1. It is also available
at http://bit.ly/a-spectra-of-MW.
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Example spectral fits of the “shell” and “Gaussian-minus-Gaussian” models with all 
combinations of fitting failures/successes. The blue lines show the data, the red solid line 
the shell model fit (with the intrinsic spectrum as dotted red line), and the green dashed line 
shows the “Gaussian-minus-Gaussian” best fit. The numbers in the panel show the p(χ2) 
values of the best fits in the corresponding colors. Gronke (2017)
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Semiclassical (Weissokpf-Woolley) Picture of Quantum Levels
• In the semiclassical picture, each level is viewed as a continuous distribution of sublevels with 

energies close to the energy of the level ( ).

The distribution of sublevels are explained by the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. The level has 
a lifetime  (  = Einstein A coefficient) and a spread in energy about .

The ground level has no spread in energy

because .

The atom is in a definite sublevel of some level.

A transition in a spectral line is considered to be an instantaneous transition between a definite 
sublevel of an initial level to a definite sublevel of a final level.

The energy spread of a sublevel is described by a Lorentzian profile.

En

Δt = 1/A A ΔE ≈ ℏ/Δt = ℏA

Δt = ∞
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Raman Scattering*
• Raman scattering or the Raman effect is the inelastic scattering of a photon.

When photons are scattered from an atom or molecule, most photons are elastically scattered 
(i.e., Rayleigh scattering), such that the scattered photons have the same energy (frequency and 
wavelength) as the incident photons. However, a small fraction of the scattered photons 
(approximately 1 in 10 million) are scattered by an excitation, with the scattered photons having a 
frequency different from, and usually lower than, that of the incident photons.

Typically this effect involves vibrational energy being gained by a molecule as incident photons 
from a visible laser are shifted to lower energy.

• Astrophysical Example: Scattering of O VI doublet (λλ1038, 1032) by neutral hydrogen.
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Relativistic Covariance and Kinematics



Galilean Transformation/Relativity
• Galilean transformation is used to transform between 

the coordinates of two inertial frames of reference 
which differ only by constant relative motion within 
the constructs of Newtonian physics.

Newton’s law is invariant under the Galilean 
transformation.

However, Maxwell’s equations are not invariant under 
the Galilean transformation.

• Lorentz transformation is the result of attempts by 
Lorentz and others to explain how the speed of 
light was observed to be independent of the 
reference frame, and to understand the symmetries 
of the Maxwell’s equations.

x0 = x� vt

y0 = y

z0 = z

t0 = t
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same origin at
t = t0 = 0
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<latexit sha1_base64="qQxbIeM6ExC/ZU2Dmfi/tgORKCY=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozKujOgBt3JmAekAyhp1OTtOl50N0jhCFf4MaFInHpX/gb7vwbe5IsNPFCw+HeKrqqvFhwpW3728qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DhooSybDOIhHJlkcVCh5iXXMtsBVLpIEnsOkNb7K8+YhS8Si816MY3YD2Q+5zRrWxanfdYsku21ORZXDmULr+nGR6r3aLX51exJIAQ80EVart2LF2Uyo1ZwLHhU6iMKZsSPvYNhjSAJWbTgcdkxPj9IgfSfNCTabu746UBkqNAs9UBlQP1GKWmf9l7UT7V27KwzjRGLLZR34iiI5ItjXpcYlMi5EByiQ3sxI2oJIybW5TMEdwFldehsZZ2TkvOzWnVLmAmfJwBMdwCg5cQgVuoQp1YIDwBC/waj1Yz9abNZmV5qx5zyH8kfXxA8XGkVQ=</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="3xY313EI6VNWw9QvOs0JK3h6LHQ=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozKujOgBuXCZgHJEPo6dQkbXoedPcIccgXuHGhSFz6F/6GO//GniQLTbzQcLi3iq4qLxZcadv+tnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+goaJEMqyzSESy5VGFgodY11wLbMUSaeAJbHrDmyxvPqBUPArv9ChGN6D9kPucUW2s2mO3WLLL9lRkGZw5lK4/J5neq93iV6cXsSTAUDNBlWo7dqzdlErNmcBxoZMojCkb0j62DYY0QOWm00HH5MQ4PeJH0rxQk6n7uyOlgVKjwDOVAdUDtZhl5n9ZO9H+lZvyME40hmz2kZ8IoiOSbU16XCLTYmSAMsnNrIQNqKRMm9sUzBGcxZWXoXFWds7LTs0pVS5gpjwcwTGcggOXUIFbqEIdGCA8wQu8WvfWs/VmTWalOWvecwh/ZH38AAcBkX8=</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="jgAa/sS1R9HQ0FYgYbRGB/KXcx8=">AAAB6HicbZBLSgNBEIZr4iuOj0RdumkMgm7CjAq6MyCCywTMA5Ih9HQqSZueB909wjDkBG5cKOLWa3gLdx7BW9hJXGjiDw0f/19FV5UfC66043xauaXlldW1/Lq9sbm1XSju7DZUlEiGdRaJSLZ8qlDwEOuaa4GtWCINfIFNf3Q1yZv3KBWPwludxugFdBDyPmdUG6uWdoslp+xMRRbB/YFSpfB1eWy/X1e7xY9OL2JJgKFmgirVdp1YexmVmjOBY7uTKIwpG9EBtg2GNEDlZdNBx+TQOD3Sj6R5oSZT93dHRgOl0sA3lQHVQzWfTcz/snai+xdexsM40Riy2Uf9RBAdkcnWpMclMi1SA5RJbmYlbEglZdrcxjZHcOdXXoTGSdk9Lbs1t1Q5g5nysA8HcAQunEMFbqAKdWCA8ABP8GzdWY/Wi/U6K81ZPz178EfW2zd5Lo+Z</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="S4ECz2vtRTT1iaTGSWgTrEaKK2M=">AAAB6HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJVEBd1ZcOOyBXuBNpTJ9KQdO5mEmYlYQp/AjQtF6tK38DXc+TZO2i609YeBj/8/hznn+DFnSjvOt5VbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDRUlkmKdRjySLZ8o5ExgXTPNsRVLJKHPsekPb7K8+YBSsUjc6VGMXkj6ggWMEm2s2mO3WHLKzlT2MrhzKF1/TjK9V7vFr04vokmIQlNOlGq7Tqy9lEjNKMdxoZMojAkdkj62DQoSovLS6aBj+8Q4PTuIpHlC21P3d0dKQqVGoW8qQ6IHajHLzP+ydqKDKy9lIk40Cjr7KEi4rSM729ruMYlU85EBQiUzs9p0QCSh2tymYI7gLq68DI2zsntedmtuqXIBM+XhCI7hFFy4hArcQhXqQAHhCV7g1bq3nq03azIrzVnznkP4I+vjBwP5kX0=</latexit>

x0
<latexit sha1_base64="K0T4maFRqJHOTgnvUsncTqfEEEg=">AAAB6XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWARXYUkDW1dWXDjsoq9QBvKZDpph04mYWYiltA3cONC0W59Cl/DnW/jpFVQ0R8Gfr7/HOac48eMSmVZ70ZuaXlldS2/XtjY3NreKe7utWSUCEyaOGKR6PhIEkY5aSqqGOnEgqDQZ6Ttj8+zvH1DhKQRv1aTmHghGnIaUIyURle3x/1iyTJPaxXHrUDLtKyq7diZcapu2YW2JplKZ6/PmWaNfvGtN4hwEhKuMENSdm0rVl6KhKKYkWmhl0gSIzxGQ9LVlqOQSC+dTzqFR5oMYBAJ/biCc/q9I0WhlJPQ15UhUiP5O8vgX1k3UUHNSymPE0U4XnwUJAyqCGZrwwEVBCs20QZhQfWsEI+QQFjp4xT0Eb42hf+blmPaZdO+tEt1FyyUBwfgEJwAG1RBHVyABmgCDAJwBx7AozE27o0nY7YozRmfPfvgh4yXD8SAkfA=</latexit>

y0
<latexit sha1_base64="2MBatfNzGTu3DN3dLOHz73zmAOc=">AAAB6XicdZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8tOrSzWARdROSNLR1ZUEEl1XsBdpQJtNJO3RyYWYihNA3cONCEbc+hm/hzkfwLZy0Cir6w8DP95/DnHO8mFEhTfNNW1hcWl5ZLazp6xubW8XS9k5bRAnHpIUjFvGuhwRhNCQtSSUj3ZgTFHiMdLzJWZ53bggXNAqvZRoTN0CjkPoUI6nQVXo4KJVN46RetZ0qNA3TrFm2lRu75lQcaCmSq9wovp8e6y/nzUHptT+McBKQUGKGhOhZZizdDHFJMSNTvZ8IEiM8QSPSUzZEARFuNpt0Cg8UGUI/4uqFEs7o944MBUKkgacqAyTH4neWw7+yXiL9upvRME4kCfH8Iz9hUEYwXxsOKSdYslQZhDlVs0I8RhxhqY6jqyN8bQr/N23bsCqGdWmVGw6YqwD2wD44AhaogQa4AE3QAhj44Bbcgwdtot1pj9rTvHRB++zZBT+kPX8AOcWQDA==</latexit>

v
<latexit sha1_base64="1ugCjxGj5onpLeu1jdR3KEMOPg8=">AAAB6HicdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIrobJdGjryoIbly3YC7RDyaSZNjZzIckUytAncONCkbr0LXwNd76NmVZBRX8I/Hz/OeSc48WcSWVZ70ZubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4etWWUCEJbJOKR6HpYUs5C2lJMcdqNBcWBx2nHm1xleWdKhWRReKNmMXUDPAqZzwhWGjWng2LJMi9qFdupQMu0rCqyUWbsqlN2INIkU+nydZHpuTEovvWHEUkCGirCsZQ9ZMXKTbFQjHA6L/QTSWNMJnhEe9qGOKDSTZeDzuGZJkPoR0K/UMEl/d6R4kDKWeDpygCrsfydZfCvrJcov+amLIwTRUOy+shPOFQRzLaGQyYoUXymDSaC6VkhGWOBidK3KegjfG0K/zdt20RlEzVRqe6AlfLgBJyCc4BAFdTBNWiAFiCAgjvwAB6NW+PeeDIWq9Kc8dlzDH7IePkAYQCRvQ==</latexit>

z0
<latexit sha1_base64="smwllcVdoEBLIz98dn2Dfb1dQ7A=">AAAB6XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWARXYUkDW1dWXDjsoq9QBvKZDpph04mYWYi1NA3cONC0W59Cl/DnW/jpFVQ0R8Gfr7/HOac48eMSmVZ70ZuaXlldS2/XtjY3NreKe7utWSUCEyaOGKR6PhIEkY5aSqqGOnEgqDQZ6Ttj8+zvH1DhKQRv1aTmHghGnIaUIyURle3x/1iyTJPaxXHrUDLtKyq7diZcapu2YW2JplKZ6/PmWaNfvGtN4hwEhKuMENSdm0rVl6KhKKYkWmhl0gSIzxGQ9LVlqOQSC+dTzqFR5oMYBAJ/biCc/q9I0WhlJPQ15UhUiP5O8vgX1k3UUHNSymPE0U4XnwUJAyqCGZrwwEVBCs20QZhQfWsEI+QQFjp4xT0Eb42hf+blmPaZdO+tEt1FyyUBwfgEJwAG1RBHVyABmgCDAJwBx7AozE27o0nY7YozRmfPfvgh4yXD8eKkfI=</latexit>

O
0

<latexit sha1_base64="kSh1PUkxaKkA4StQ3MQvEiz7IeA=">AAAB6XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWARXYUkDW1dWXDjzir2Am0ok+mkHTqZhJmJUELfwI0LRbv1KXwNd76Nk1ZBRX8Y+Pn+c5hzjh8zKpVlvRu5peWV1bX8emFjc2t7p7i715JRIjBp4ohFouMjSRjlpKmoYqQTC4JCn5G2Pz7P8vYtEZJG/EZNYuKFaMhpQDFSGl1fHveLJcs8rVUctwIt07KqtmNnxqm6ZRfammQqnb0+Z5o1+sW33iDCSUi4wgxJ2bWtWHkpEopiRqaFXiJJjPAYDUlXW45CIr10PukUHmkygEEk9OMKzun3jhSFUk5CX1eGSI3k7yyDf2XdRAU1L6U8ThThePFRkDCoIpitDQdUEKzYRBuEBdWzQjxCAmGlj1PQR/jaFP5vWo5pl037yi7VXbBQHhyAQ3ACbFAFdXABGqAJMAjAHXgAj8bYuDeejNmiNGd89uyDHzJePgCGM5HH</latexit>

K 0
<latexit sha1_base64="c1l430VWaWCt9L04fSxh0reihwc=">AAAB6XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWARXYUkDW1dWXAjuKliL9CGMplO2qGTSZiZCCX0Ddy4ULRbn8LXcOfbOGkVVPSHgZ/vP4c55/gxo1JZ1ruRW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7ey0ZJQKTJo5YJDo+koRRTpqKKkY6sSAo9Blp++PzLG/fEiFpxG/UJCZeiIacBhQjpdH15XG/WLLM01rFcSvQMi2rajt2ZpyqW3ahrUmm0tnrc6ZZo1986w0inISEK8yQlF3bipWXIqEoZmRa6CWSxAiP0ZB0teUoJNJL55NO4ZEmAxhEQj+u4Jx+70hRKOUk9HVliNRI/s4y+FfWTVRQ81LK40QRjhcfBQmDKoLZ2nBABcGKTbRBWFA9K8QjJBBW+jgFfYSvTeH/puWYdtm0r+xS3QUL5cEBOAQnwAZVUAcXoAGaAIMA3IEH8GiMjXvjyZgtSnPGZ88++CHj5QOAH5HD</latexit>
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Let us consider two frames  and , 
as shown above, with a relative 
uniform velocity .

K K′ 



* Review of Lorentz Transformations *
• Postulates in the special theory of relativity

(1) The laws of nature are the same in two frames of reference in uniform relative motion with no 
rotation.

(2) The speed of light is    in all such frames.

• space-time event: an event that takes place at a location in space and time.

• Derivation of Lorentz transforms:

If a pulse of light is emitted at the origin at  t = 0, each observer will see an expanding sphere 
centered on his own origin. Therefore, we have the equations of the expanding sphere in each 
frame. 

Since space is assumed to be homogeneous, the transformation must be linear.

We note that the origin of    is a point that moves with speed    as seen in K. Its 
location in K is given by   . Therefore, we have

c

K′ (x′ = 0)

(1)

(2)

9



Substitute Eq. (2) into Eq. (1):

(Note: we didn’t assume that  )

Therefore, the following equations should be satisfied.

Finally, we obtain the Lorentz transformation (and its inverse):

x′ 
2 + y′ 

2 + z′ 
2 − c2t′ 

2 = 0

x0 = �(x� vt)

y0 = y

z0 = z

t0 = �
⇣
t� v

c
x
⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="q1O9vCW8cqOmP4aZzvVD/8l2bAk=">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</latexit>

x = �(x0 + vt0)

y = y

z = z

t = �
⇣
t0 +

v

c
x0
⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="9Qvsbepktf8F0QkO4TBLl6RWXhI=">AAACMXicbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6qLt0Ei31QKIkWdFMouHGpYB/QlDKZTtrBmSTM3JTG0F9y45+Imy4UcetPOH0I2nphuIdzzuXOPW7ImQLLGhsrq2vrG5tb26md3b39g/ThUV0FkSS0RgIeyKaLFeXMpzVgwGkzlBQLl9OG+3A90RsDKhUL/HuIQ9oWuOczjxEMmuqkb4bZitPDQuD8MFccQK7gOKk4W4l1e8xWHnWDH4fDqQd5yBUdT2KSDEYJGQ1zjmS9PhQ66YxVsqZlLgN7DjJoXred9IvTDUgkqA+EY6VathVCO8ESGOF0lHIiRUNMHnCPtjT0saCqnUwvHplnmumaXiD188Gcsr8nEiyUioWrnQJDXy1qE/I/rRWBd9VOmB9GQH0yW+RF3ITAnMRndpmkBHisASaS6b+apI91HKBDTukQ7MWTl0H9vGRflOy7cqZansexhU7QKcojG12iKrpBt6iGCHpCr+gNvRvPxtj4MD5n1hVjPnOM/pTx9Q1j6Kf2</latexit>

where � ⌘ 1r
1� v2

c2

=
�
1� �2

��1/2
; � ⌘ v

c

<latexit sha1_base64="0LOLRqThqMaLuQ4rvvZ4hJMtdjI=">AAACa3icbVFBbhMxFPUMFEqANrQLELCwqCqVRcM4VAIJIVViAcsikbYoTiKP8yexas9M7T+BkTVdsOMa7LkCh2DHDdhwB5yki9LyJFtP7/3/bT+npVYOk+RXFF+7vnLj5uqt1u07d9fW2/c2Dl1RWQk9WejCHqfCgVY59FChhuPSgjCphqP05M3cP5qBdarIP2BdwsCISa4yJQUGadT+whE+o/80BQu0oXwijBEcTis145kV0rPG87FypRa1w1qD5+7Uome7S3s27DZehi3gNdeQ4U6wUkAx7HKrJlN8OvS77Fm3eXV2ttAvDp+F3mbU3ko6yQL0KmHnZGv/7cdvP1a+fj8YtX/ycSErAzlKLZzrs6TEgRcWldTQtHjloBTyREygH2guDLiBX2TV0O2gjGlW2LBypAv1YocXxrnapKHSCJy6y95c/J/XrzB7OfAqLyuEXC4PyipNsaDz4OlYWZCo60CEtCrclcqpCClg+J5WCIFdfvJVctjtsOcd9j6ksUeWWCWPyBOyQxh5QfbJO3JAekSS39FadD96EP2JN+OH8eNlaRyd92ySfxBv/wUy68D8</latexit>

Lorentz factor 1  �  1; 0  �  1
<latexit sha1_base64="rP8x6XIGY+K5PBh4MDgW/Gae8tw=">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</latexit>

10

We take a positive  because 
 when . Then, it is 

clear that  is negative from (b).

b2
t′ > 0 t > 0

b1

 should be positive because 
 when  at .

a1
x′ > 0 x > 0 t = 0

The inverse has the same form as the original except that the primed and unprimed variables are interchanged, and    is replaced 
by  .



Length Contraction
• Length contraction (Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction): Suppose a rigid rod of length  

   is carried at rest in   . What is the length as measured in K? The positions 
 of the ends of the rod are marked at the same time in K.

Therefore, the rod appears shorter by a factor    in K.

If both carry rods (of the same length when compared at rest) each thinks the other’s rod has 
shrunk!

It would appear to    that the two ends of the moving stick were not marked at the same time by 
the other observer (in K). (Since the Lorentz transformation of time depends on position, 
temporal simultaneity is not Lorentz invariant.)

L0 = x2′ − x1′ K′ 

(x2 and x1)

1/γ

K′ 

11

<latexit sha1_base64="9Q1VxyWz5ZJE9SLAHbwJw6jwdjE=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkWtC0si9bERC25cVrAPaEOZTCft0JkkzExKS+ifuHGhiFv/xJ1/4Sc4TbvQ1gMXDufcy733eBGjUtn2l5FZWl5ZXcuu5zY2t7Z3zN29mgxjgUkVhywUDQ9JwmhAqooqRhqRIIh7jNS9/t3Erw+IkDQMHtUoIi5H3YD6FCOlpbZpDk+Ob1pdxDkqDM8G6rRt5u2incJaJM6M5G+/IUWlbX62OiGOOQkUZkjKpmNHyk2QUBQzMs61YkkihPuoS5qaBogT6Sbp5WPrSCsdyw+FrkBZqfp7IkFcyhH3dCdHqifnvYn4n9eMlX/tJjSIYkUCPF3kx8xSoTWJwepQQbBiI00QFlTfauEeEggrHVZOh+DMv7xIaudF57J48VDKl0vTNCALB3AIBXDgCspwDxWoAoYBPMELvBqJ8Wy8Ge/T1owxm9mHPzA+fgCKIJO3</latexit>

x0 = �(x� vt)



Time Dilation
• Time dilation: Suppose a clock at rest at the origin of    measures off a time interval   

 . What is the time interval measured in K? Note that the clock is at rest at the origin 
of     so that  .

The time interval has increased by a factor  , so that the moving clock appears to have slowed 
down, as measured in K.  By symmetry,  thinks clocks in  have slowed down, too.

The resolution of this apparent contradiction is a result of looking at the manner of measuring an 
interval of time between two events separated in space.  measures  as the moving clock passes 

, then measures    as it passes  ;  he/she simply subtracts    on the assumption that his/
her own two clocks at    and    are synchronized.   will object to this, since according to his/
her observations the two clocks in  are not synchronized at all.

• Simultaneity is relative: Simultaneous events at two different spatial points in the primed frame is 
not simultaneous in the unprimed frame.

Many of the apparent contradictions of special relativity are simply a result of the relativity of 
simultaneity between two events separated in space.

• Time dilation is detected in the increased half-lives of unstable particles moving rapidly in an 
accelerator or in the cosmic-ray flux.

K′ 

T0 = t2′ − t1′ 

K′ x2′ = x1′ = 0

γ
K′ K

K t1
x1 t2 x2 t2 − t1

x1 x2 K′ 

K

12

<latexit sha1_base64="f+C2PAi0steSyHCN4zPYBF8L4oE=">AAACD3icbVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqEcvg8ENIcyI20UMePGoYBbIhNDT6UmadM8M3TViGPIHXvwVLx4U8erVm3/hJ9hJPLg9KHi8V0VVvSARXKPrvlu5icmp6Zn8bGFufmFxyV5eqeo4VZRVaCxiVQ+IZoJHrIIcBasnihEZCFYLemdDv3bNlOZxdIX9hDUl6UQ85JSgkVr2Jm6e+B0iJfEFC3Ebt3b9UBGaXQ8yOrjZ8hXvdHGnZRfdkjuC85d4X6R4+gEjXLTsN78d01SyCKkgWjc8N8FmRhRyKtig4KeaJYT2SIc1DI2IZLqZjf4ZOBtGaTthrExF6IzU7xMZkVr3ZWA6JcGu/u0Nxf+8RorhcTPjUZIii+h4UZgKB2NnGI7T5opRFH1DCFXc3OrQLjFxoImwYELwfr/8l1T3St5h6eByv1jeH6cBeViDddgGD46gDOdwARWgcAv38AhP1p31YD1bL+PWnPU1swo/YL1+Ah8JnYA=</latexit>

t = �
⇣
t0 +

v

c
x0
⌘



• If a point has a velocity    in frame  , what is its velocity    in frame K.  Writing Lorentz 
transformations for differentials

We then have the relations

u′ K′ u

Transformation of Velocities

or

x
<latexit sha1_base64="aak4CQun28xHs245i6b8lztTJPo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Fjw4rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVhCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8O/Pbj6g0j+W9mSToR3QoecgZNVZqPPVLZbfizkFWiZeTMuSo90tfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgdNiL9WYUDamQ+xaKmmE2s/mh07JuVUGJIyVLWnIXP09kdFI60kU2M6ImpFe9mbif143NeGNn3GZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZfkwFXyIyYWEKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNkUbgrf88ippXVa8q4rXqJZr1TyOApzCGVyAB9dQgzuoQxMYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwB4v+M8Q==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="jiOx6k1RpQohoPpmQ3GlcPDMGyQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9FjwInhpwX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut7O2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6OWzpOFcMmi0WsOgHVKLjEpuFGYCdRSKNAYDsY38789hMqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSh5yRo2VGvf9UtmtuHOQVeLlpAw56v3SV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzF+RpXhTOC02Es1JpSN6RC7lkoaofaz+aFTcm6VAQljZUsaMld/T2Q00noSBbYzomakl72Z+J/XTU1442dcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ12TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm03RhuAtv7xKWpcV76riNarlWjWPowCncAYX4ME11OAO6tAEBgjP8ApvzqPz4rw7H4vWNSefOYE/cD5/AJ7LjMQ=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Dk6dZ3i3W046y0wBLSdwioEqAaA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ6KokW9Fjw4rGK/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiyh/8CLB0W8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6mfqtR1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivdP531SmW34s5AlomXkzLkqPdKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTYjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZpdOyKlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhtZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymb5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDhFG4K3+PIyaV5UvMuKd1ct16p5HAU4hhM4Bw+uoAa3UIcGMAjhGV7hzRk5L8678zFvXXHymSP4A+fzB0OGjSI=</latexit>

y0
<latexit sha1_base64="M2s93VB0rjuxMec/imYfdZ3kKlc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0m0oMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0Io/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHkyXoR3QoecgZNVZ6yM775Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8CVWGM4HTUi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNqfzC+dkjOrDEgYK1vSkLn6e2JCI62zKLCdETUjvezNxP+8bmrCG3/CZZIalGyxKEwFMTGZvU0GXCEzIrOEMsXtrYSNqKLM2HBKNgRv+eVV0rqseldV775WqdfyOIpwAqdwAR5cQx3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB0ULjSM=</latexit>

u0
<latexit sha1_base64="jXR/iMqgqqW11NZNkXLuVrUI5Ns=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0m0oMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0kJ73yxW36s5BVomXkwrkaPTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTUi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrP5pdOyZlVBiSMlS1pyFz9PZHRSOtJFNjOiJqRXvZm4n9eNzXhjZ9xmaQGJVssClNBTExmb5MBV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDglG4K3/PIqaV1Wvauqd1+r1Gt5HEU4gVO4AA+uoQ530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5Az73jR8=</latexit>

v
<latexit sha1_base64="EvdSqhM3rM0TbDXAeivxGyDacUw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Fjw4rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdTaGE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4fu63J6g0j+WjmSboR3QoecgZNVZqTPqlsltxFyDrxMtJGXLU+6Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwFmxl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WeLQ2fk0ioDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzUivenPxP6+bmvDOz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyYArZEZMLaFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m6INwVt9eZ20riveTcVrVMu1ah5HAc7hAq7Ag1uowQPUoQkMEJ7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+lq0bTj5zBn/gfP4A3/eM7w==</latexit>

K 0
<latexit sha1_base64="yJp9QSDRjv9sT5ZNpKweQkc0ALs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ6KokW9FjwInipYj+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWMbqZ+6wmV5rF8NOME/YgOJA85o8ZKD3dnvVLZrbgzkGXi5aQMOeq90le3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNhNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9mlE3JqlT4JY2VLGjJTf09kNNJ6HAW2M6JmqBe9qfif10lNeO1nXCapQcnmi8JUEBOT6dukzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGRtO0YbgLb68TJoXFe+y4t1Xy7VqHkcBjuEEzsGDK6jBLdShAQxCeIZXeHNGzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AH/Foz1</latexit>

✓0
<latexit sha1_base64="EKdF4nQqCmYRprny3421AZfVM2c=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbCIrsqMCrqz4MZlBXuBdiiZ9EwbmskMyRmhlD6EG8GKuPUVfA13vo2Ztgtt/SHw8f/nkHNOkEhh0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D+omzjVHGo8lrFuBsyAFApqKFBCM9HAokBCIxjcZnnjEbQRsXrAYQJ+xHpKhIIztFajjX1AdtopltyyOxVdBm8OpZvPl0yTaqf41e7GPI1AIZfMmJbnJuiPmEbBJYwL7dRAwviA9aBlUbEIjD+ajjumJ9bp0jDW9imkU/d3x4hFxgyjwFZGDPtmMcvM/7JWiuG1PxIqSREUn30UppJiTLPdaVdo4CiHFhjXws5KeZ9pxtFeqGCP4C2uvAz187J3Ufbu3VLlksyUJ0fkmJwRj1yRCrkjVVIjnAzIE5mQVydxnp03531WmnPmPYfkj5yPHyPjk9k=</latexit>
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in terms of the components of  
perpendicular to and parallel to 

u
v

(particle)

(observer)



• Aberration formula: the directions of the velocities in the two frames are related by

• Aberration of light

For the case of light:  

Using the identity,  

The aberration formula can be written as:

u′ = c

tan ( θ
2 ) =

sin θ
1 + cos θ

14

<latexit sha1_base64="JsdloHnc7Z+0DXP+/JSoXRRtI3c=">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</latexit>

cos ✓ =
cos ✓0 + �

1 + � cos ✓0

sin ✓ =
sin ✓0

� (1 + � cos ✓0)



• Beaming (“headlight”) effect:

If photons are emitted isotropically in   , then half will have    and half   .

Consider a photon emitted at right angles to    in  . Then we have

For highly relativistic speeds,   ,    becomes small:

Therefore, in frame K, photons are concentrated in the forward direction, with half of them lying 
within a cone of half-angle  .  Very few photons will be emitted with .

K′ θ′ < π/2 θ′ > π/2
K′ 

γ ≫ 1 θb

1/γ θ ≫ 1/γ

beam half-angle:

15

<latexit sha1_base64="Tgss5E0gwngPTc+JOtV4klGPwJM=">AAACbXicbVHLbhMxFPUMrzY8OoBY8BCyiCBFSNEMgsIGUYkNyyKRtlIcRXecO4lV2zOy7yBFo9nxhd31F7opn4CTVFASrmT56Jx7ru3jvNLKU5qeRfG16zdu3tra7ty+c/feTnL/waEvaydxIEtduuMcPGplcUCKNB5XDsHkGo/yky8L/egHOq9K+53mFY4MTK0qlAQK1Dj5KWTpBc2QgL/6JAoHsvlL9d6IPGxtk63AFaUVoi O8suveP1SvbcQUjAGhsaDdzQnCqemMXodB46Sb9tNl8U2QXYLu519sWQfj5FRMSlkbtCQ1eD/M0opGDThSUmPbEbXHCuQJTHEYoAWDftQs02r5y8BMeFG6sCzxJXvV0YDxfm7y0GmAZn5dW5D/04Y1FR9HjbJVTWjl6qCi1pxKvoieT5RDSXoeAEinwl25nEFIjcIHdUII2fqTN8Hh236213//7V13P12lwbbYU/aC7bKMfWD77Cs7YAMm2XmURI+jJ9FF/Ch+Fj9ftcbRpech+6fi3m8Et71l</latexit>

cos ✓ =
cos ✓0 + �

1 + � cos ✓0

sin ✓ =
sin ✓0

� (1 + � cos ✓0)
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Power density emitted along the direction θ

from the symmetry



• In the rest frame of the observer K, imagine that the moving source emits one period of radiation 
as it moves from point 1 to point 2 at velocity    .

Let the frequency of the radiation in the rest frame        of the source be .  Then the time taken 
to move from point 1 to point 2 in the observer’s frame is given by the time-dilation effect:

Now consider the situation of the right hand side figure.

Therefore, the observed frequency    will be

Note that    appears even classically. But, the factor    is purely a relativistic effect.

ω′ 

ω

1 − β cos θ 1/γ

Doppler Effect

v
<latexit sha1_base64="bsND5yhjEWSlT/0lGclTM1UzI78=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozKujOgBuXCZgHJEPo6dQkbXoedPcEwpAvcONCkbj0L/wNd/6NPUkWmnih4XBvFV1VXiy40rb9beXW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFRQ0WJZFhnkYhky6MKBQ+xrrkW2Iol0sAT2PSGd1neHKFUPAof9DhGN6D9kPucUW2s2qhbLNlleyayCs4CSref00zv1W7xq9OLWBJgqJmgSrUdO9ZuSqXmTOCk0EkUxpQNaR/bBkMaoHLT2aATcmacHvEjaV6oycz93ZHSQKlx4JnKgOqBWs4y87+snWj/xk15GCcaQzb/yE8E0RHJtiY9LpFpMTZAmeRmVsIGVFKmzW0K5gjO8sqr0LgoO5dlp2aXKlcwVx5O4BTOwYFrqMA9VKEODBCe4AVerUfr2XqzpvPSnLXoOYY/sj5+AAChkXo=</latexit>

K 0
<latexit sha1_base64="gSih91BjU9SFwP+DxHx3LM+6UrI=">AAAB6XicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuiozKujOghvBTRV7gXYomTTThiaZIckIZegbuHGhaLc+ha/hzrcx03ahrT8EPv7/HHLOCWLOtHHdbye3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf36jpKFKE1EvFINQOsKWeS1gwznDZjRbEIOG0Eg+ssbzxSpVkkH8wwpr7APclCRrCx1v3tcadYcsvuRGgRvBmUrj7fM42rneJXuxuRRFBpCMdatzw3Nn6KlWGE01GhnWgaYzLAPdqyKLGg2k8nk47QkXW6KIyUfdKgifu7I8VC66EIbKXApq/ns8z8L2slJrz0UybjxFBJph+FCUcmQtnaqMsUJYYPLWCimJ0VkT5WmBh7nII9gje/8iLUT8veWdm7c0uVc5gqDwdwCCfgwQVU4AaqUAMCITzBC7w6A+fZeXPG09KcM+vZhz9yPn4AH8CRgA==</latexit>

! =
2⇡

�tA
=

!0

� (1� � cos ✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="VQdVPH2RKvAc4Dwti+MEgn7sq/s=">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</latexit>

!

!0 =
1

� (1� � cos ✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="Sav3oxMb9fDWHESxUJiAidcd2H0=">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</latexit>

�tA = �t� d

c
= �t

⇣
1� v

c
cos ✓

⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="0BNNvSTZOVkaR9PBu6iVCJ7yyus=">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</latexit>
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Observer

1 2

The difference in arrival times    of the radiation emitted at 1 and 2 is 
equal to  minus the time taken for radiation to propagate a distance .

ΔtA
Δt d

Note that the angle  is measured in the rest frame .θ K

<latexit sha1_base64="BEU5duRPnlVBgiIJJbxfMqyJV7w=">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</latexit>

∆t′ =
2π

ω′ → ∆t = ∆t′γ =
2π

ω′ γ
<latexit sha1_base64="Nm1kCdZLSzMnJpRaxNrXVDIeJow=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV3xdTPgRfCSgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4Sc42eSgiQUNRVU33V1BIrg2rvvlLC2vrK6t5zbym1vbO7uFvf26jlPFsMZiEatmQDUKLrFmuBHYTBTSKBDYCAY3E7/xiErzWN6bYYJ+RHuSh5xRY6XqXadQdEtuBrJIvBkpXn9Dhkqn8NnuxiyNUBomqNYtz02MP6LKcCZwnG+nGhPKBrSHLUsljVD7o+zQMTm2SpeEsbIlDcnU3xMjGmk9jALbGVHT1/PeRPzPa6UmvPJHXCapQcmmi8JUEBOTydekyxUyI4aWUKa4vZWwPlWUGZtN3obgzb+8SOqnJe+idF51i+WzaRqQg0M4ghPw4BLKcAsVqAEDhCd4gVfnwXl23pz3aeuSM5s5gD9wPn4AOuGN9g==</latexit>

K



• If a source approaches head-on, , we obtain

• Classical (nonrelativistic) Doppler shift  ( ):

• Doppler shifts in astronomy

- The frequencies of spectral lines from celestial sources are often shifted owing to the motions of the 
emitting objects: gaseous clouds, stars, or galaxies.

- Astronomical sign convention: In the classical Doppler shift, the observed shift of frequency reflects 
only the component of the velocity along the line of sight, the radial component      . The astronomical 
convention is that the radial component be positive if it is directed outward and negative if it is 
directed inward. Then, the classical Doppler shift takes the form:

- Optical astronomers work in wavelength units. Then the Doppler shift is given by

θ = 0

β ≪ 1

18

Here,   is the emitted frequency measured by .ν0 = ν′ K′ 

 and  are the observed and emitted frequencies, respectively.ν ν0

relativistic version for strictly radial motion.

This is the component of the velocity along the line of sight.



- Redshift parameter: The optical spectra of distant luminous objects called quasars have spectral lines 
shifted by large amounts of lower frequencies. If these redshifts are interpreted as Doppler shifts, they 
indicate recession velocities approaching the speed of light. These velocities are due to the expansion of 
the universe; the expansion is such that the more distant the object, the faster it recedes. Astronomers 
define the “redshift” parameter z as

- The most distant quasars known are at redshifts . At this redshift, , indicating that the 
observed wavelength is seven times the rest wavelength in the quasar frame. An ultraviolet emission 
line at  nm (Lyman ) would be shifted almost into the near infrared at 850.5 nm. In this 
case,  the speed factor is  = 0.960. The quasar is receding at 96% the speed of light.

- We remind that special relativity is not really appropriate to our universe with its changing rate of 
expansion.

• Transverse (second-order) Doppler effect:
- Now consider that a source moves relativistically from left to right. In this case, we find

z ≈ 6 λ /λ0 = 7

λ0 = 121.5 α
βr = Vr /c

19

relativistic version for strictly radial motion.

Surprising! A redshift to lower frequency ( ) in contrast 
to the classical case, which yields no shift.

ν/ν0 < 1



Second-order Doppler effect
• Recall beam half-angle = 

• Angle for null Doppler shift is defined by:

Relativistic Doppler effect can yield 
redshift even as a source approaches.
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Superluminal motion of relativistic jets
• Background

- In astronomy, superluminal motion is the apparently faster-than-light motion seen in 
some radio galaxies, quasars, and recently also in some galactic sources called 
micro quasars. All of these source are thought to contain a black hole, responsible for 
the ejection of mass at high velocities.

- In 1966, Martin Rees pointed out that “an object moving relativistically in suitable 
directions may appear to a distant observer to have a transverse velocity much 
greater than the speed of light.”

21

The inner regions of the jet of M87 as 
observed by the Hubble Space 
Telescope through the period 1992-1998 
(Biretta et al. 1999). The optical knots 
are observed to move out from the 
nucleus at speeds up to 6c.

nucleus

The superluminal expansion 
of 3C 279 is shown over a six 
year period.

plasma blobs



• Let’s imagine that a plasma cloud is ejected from a source, moving with a velocity    along a 
direction that makes an angle  ( ) with line line of sight.
- Suppose that the cloud starts at an instant ; the photons emitted at this time reach Earth at 

, where  is the distance to the source from Earth.

- At , the cloud is at a distance  from the source. Its distance from the source projected 
on the sky is , whereas its distance from Earth is .

- Therefore, the photons that left at time  reach Earth at the time .

- Thus, to an observer on Earth, the cloud appears to have moved the distance  in the time 
interval .

- The “apparent” velocity  of the cloud on the sky is

υ
θ 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2

t1
t′ 1 = t1 + R /c R

t2 υ(t2 − t2)
d⊥ = υ(t2 − t1)sin θ R − υ(t2 − t1)cos θ

t2 t′ 2 = t2 + [R − υ(t2 − t1)cos θ]/c

d⊥
t′ 2 − t′ 1 = (t2 − t1)(1 − υ/c cos θ)

υapp ≡ d⊥/(t′ 2 − t′ 1)

22

source

observer

Eq . (1) : βapp =
β sin θ

1 − β cos θ
, where βapp = υapp/c, and β = υ/c



• When the actual speed of the object is close to the speed of light, the apparent speed 
can be observed as greater than the speed of light.

• The superluminal effect arises because of the quickly decreasing path length 
between a rapidly approaching object and the observer. The detected signal at  is 
observed at a greatly reduced interval by the observer because this signal has a much 
shorter distance to travel.

t2

23

This factor reduces the arrival time 
interval of the signals

In the figure, dashed lines denote
.β0 = β sin θ



Lorentz Invariant
• Lorentz invariant: A quantity (scalar) that remains unchanged by a Lorentz transform is said to be a 

“Lorentz invariant.” For instance,

• Proper distance: Since all events are subject to the same transformation, the space-time “interval” 
between two event is also invariant.

This is the spatial distance between two events occurring at the same time ( ). This is called the 
proper distance between the two points.

• Proper time interval:

This measures time intervals between events occurring at the same spatial location .

If the coordinate differentials refer to the position of the origin of another reference frame traveling with 
velocity  ,  then

This is the time dilation formula in which    is the time interval measured by the observer  in motion.

dt = 0

(dx = dy = dz = 0)

dτ
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* Four-Vectors *
• Four-vector: Invariant in 3D rotations:  

By analogy, the invariance of the space-time interval suggests to define a vector in 4D space (4 
dimensional space-time vector or four-vector). The quantities    define 
coordinates of an event in space-time.

• Minkowski space: The fact that the expression for  contains a minus sign in front on  
means that space-time is not a Euclidean space; it is a special space called Minkowski space. 
Such space can be handled in two ways, either by including  in the definition of the time 
component or by introduction of a metric. Once the notational difficulties of the metric approach 
are mastered, it is not much more complicated than the  approach.

A metric tensor allows defining lengths of curves, angles, and distances in differential geometry. 
Let’s define Minkowski metric, which can be presented in the  matrix:

dx2 + dy2 + dz2

xμ (μ = 0,1,2,3)

s2 c2t2

−1

−1

4 × 4

Note that this metric is symmetric:

Contravariant components
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• Summation convention:

The invariant can now be written in terms of the Minkowski metric:

An important and beautiful notational advance (originated by Einstein) is the summation 
convention. In any single term containing a Greek index repeated twice (between 
contravariant and covariant indices), a summation is implied over that index. This index is 
often called a dummy index.

Therefore, we can write the invariant    without the summation signs.

An important point is that an index cannot be repeated more than twice in a single term; for 
example, the combination  is regarded as meaningless.

s2

ημμxμ
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• Contravariant/Covariant components

They are related by                                           .

The metric can be used to raise or lower indices.

Now, the invariant  can be written simply

Note that summation on indices occurs only between contravariant and covariant indices.

• Lorentz transform (corresponding to a boost along the x axis) can be written in terms of a 
transformation matrix.

Any arbitrary Lorentz transformation can be written in the above form, since the spatial 3D 
rotation necessary to align the x axes before and after the boost are also of linear form.

s2

contravariant 
components:

(superscripted)

covariant 
components:
(subscripted)

transformation matrix:Lorentz transformation:

The components of a position (velocity etc.) vector 
contra-vary with a change of basis vectors to 
compensate. Transformation rules between the 
following two vector components are inverse. This is 
the basic idea of “contravariant” and “covariant.”
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• Conditions for the Lorentz transformation:

From the invariance of  , we must have

This can be true for arbitrary    only if

Taking determinants yields

Proper Lorentz transformations (to keep the right-handness), which rules out reflections such as 
.

Isochronous Lorentz transformations (to ensure that the sense of flow of time is the same in two 
frames)

• The Lorentz transformation of the covariant component can be obtained as follows:

s2

xμ

x → − x
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• From the invariance of   :

• For any arbitrary contravariant components,

• Note that

• Inverse transform

s2 = xμxμ

where we have introduced
the Kronecker delta Identity matrix

29
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Other Four-vectors
• Four-vector: is defined such that the transformation of components between any two frames is 

given by the same transformation law as applies to 

• Let us consider two four-vectors    and . We define the scalar product of them.

Therefore, the scalar product of any two four-vectors is a Lorentz invariant or scalar. In particular, 
the “square” of a four vector is an invariant. Thus, our starting point, the invariance of  , 
is seen to be a general property of four-vectors.

• Note

xμ

⃗A ⃗B

s2 = xμxμ

contravariant covariant
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Four-velocity
The (infinitesimally small) difference between the coordinates of two events is also a four-vector. 
Dividing by the proper time yields a four-vector, the four-velocity:

Transformation of the four-velocity:

or
where

length of the four-velocity :

velocity component:

speed:

This is the previously derived formula.

31

The first two equations become:

This is the transform for speed.

Note:  denotes the factor for the relative 
velocity between two frames.

 and  are the factors for a velocity vector 
measured in  and , respectively.

γ

γu γu′ 
K K′ 

Here, u1 = u cos θ and u′ 1 = u′ cos θ′ 



Momentum and Energy
• Four-momentum of a particle with a mass m0 is defined by

• In the nonrelativistic limit,

Therefore, we interpret   as the total energy of the particle.

The quantity    is interpreted as the rest energy of the particle.

Then,

Since   , we obtain                         . Comparing with                                  , we obtain

• Photons are massless, but we can still define

E ≡ P0c = γvm0c2

m0c2

⃗U 2 = − c2

32

Here,  is the spatial component of the four-momentum.p

for photons
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Homework (due data: 10/26)
[Q7] See pages 21-23

(1) From Eq.(1), show that the condition for the apparent velocity to exceed the speed of light ( ) 
is given by Eq. (2).

(2) Take a square on both sides of Eq. (2) and show that the condition for the superluminal motion is

(5) Note that  is symmetric about . By setting , show that Eq.(3) is equivalent to 
the following condition.

(6) From Eq.(3) or (4), show that there is a limit on  below which the source will never appear 
superluminal. The limit is . This result indicates that the cloud should move relativistically 
at least at a velocity of ~ 71% of the speed of light to show the superluminal motion.

(7) Differentiate the right hand side of Eq.(1) with respect to  and calculate the angle  at which the 
apparent velocity is maximal. What is the maximal, apparent velocity ?

βapp > 1

sin 2θ θ = π /4 θ = π /4 + x

β
βmin = 1/ 2

θ θmax
βmax

app
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Eq . (2) : sin θ + cos θ ≥
1
β

Eq . (3) : sin 2θ ≥
1
β2

− 1

Eq . (4) : θ −
π
4

≤
1
2

cos−1 ( 1
β2

− 1)

Eq . (1) : βapp =
β sin θ

1 − β cos θ


